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SEVILLE FR UPHOLSTERY
Restrained multi-coloured textured weaves



Versatile Seville FR Upholstery Collection is a restrained multi-coloured textured weave in 20 
soft-hued shades. It offers on-trend neutrals and pastel blues, greens and greys that sit alongside 
invigorating fresh citrus colours. Each one is intertwined with a mix of different coloured yarns to 
enhance its tactile appearance. Durable and FR to BS5852 Crib 5 with 100k abrasion, its a superb 
choice for understated sofas and stylish chairs that will work hard and sit well in any situation. 

We are also able to offer a Seville Anti-Microbial, Anti-Fungal & Waterproof version in a 
selection of our best selling colours: Apple, Aqua, Aubergine, Blue, Brown, Chocolate, Denim, Oat, 
Pewter, Sherbet and Vine. This extra added layer of protection can help inhibit the spread of bacteria, 
fungus and viruses making it a beneficial choice for healthcare and hospitality settings and high 
traffic areas.
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Seville - Apple Seville - Aqua Seville - Aubergine Seville - Bark Seville - Blue Seville - Brown

Seville - Chocolate Seville - Citrus Seville - Cream Seville - Denim Seville - Grey Seville - Lemon

Seville - Lime Seville - Oat Seville - Orange Seville - Pewter Seville -Sage Seville - Sherbert

Seville - Stone Seville - Vine
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DESIGN  Seville    

PRODUCT CODE  7074    

USAGE  Upholstery    

COMPOSITION  100% Polyester    

WEIGHT  475gsm    

WIDTH  140cm    

CARE INSTRUCTIONS  Gently vacuum with appropriate attachment. Gentle cleaning by sponging with mild soap solution

FR STANDARDS  BS5852 Crib 5. Also available in AB, AF & Waterproof    

ABRASION  100,000
     

Important - We cannot guarantee an exact shade match against samples between production batches, slight variations are inevitable with the
print process  and on different base cloths. Due to legislation, tests methods, standards and specifications may differ from the above, please refer to the
price list or call our sales desk for confirmation of the most current specifications.
      
 


